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Abstract
Teen clothier Abercrombie & Fitch’s mix of shirtless associates, nightclub-like stores and risqué photogra-
phy by Bruce Weber helped propel the brand into icon status. The brand’s name entered the popular lexicon 
as a synonym for cool and even received a memorable call out in LFO’s pop song, “Summer Girls.” This 
paper explores the interplay in aesthetics between A &F Quarterly, the brand’s popular magazine-catalog 
hybrid, and popular music videos of the time. Specifically, this paper analyzes videos that appeared on 
MTV’s Total Request Live between September 1999 and April 2001. In total, 42 music videos were found 
to contain elements of the “Abercrombie” lifestyle, including clothing that was sold by the brand, and props 
and settings similar to those found in the A & F Quarterly. In sum, this suggests that music videos from the 
time were instrumental in spreading the brand’s aesthetic, and that the interplay between media popular 
culture and the aesthetics of fashion brands could yield productive future research. 
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1 Introduction
Music videos have been a staple of pop-
ular culture since the launch of MTV in 
the early 1980s, but, their popularity and 
influence waxed and waned over the years 
(Arnold, Cookney, Fairclough & Goddard, 
2017; Middleton & Beebe, 2007). Starting 
in September 1998, music videos regained 
prominence with the launch of Total Re-
quest Live – TRL for short – from its studios 
overlooking Times Square in New York City. 
Screaming fans lined Broadway, interact-
ing street side with hosts and waving and 
flashing signs toward in-studio host Car-
son Daly. The show was a mixture of music 
videos, musical guests and friendly ban-
ter. During its run TRL helped launched 
a slew of pop stars, including ’N Sync, the 
Backstreet Boys, Brittany Spears, Christi-
na Aguilera, 98 Degrees, Jessica Simpson 
and Mandy Moore. As marketing turned 
to “cool as hunters” to catch teen trends, 
little was an influential as TRL (Dretzin & 
Goodman, 2001). 
At the same time, a teen fashion behe-
moth was being developed in the form of 
Abercrombie & Fitch. The fabled retailer 
that once outfitted the likes of Teddy Roo-
sevelt and Ernest Hemingway had turned 
its attention to teens in 1992 and never 
looked back. With CEO Mike Jeffries at the 
helm, the store became a mall phenom-
enon, selling an aspirational lifestyle to 
teens through jeans, T-shirts and flip flops. 
The chain was not without its detractors: 
parents saw Abercrombie’s racy photos 
as sexualizing youth while the company’s 
hiring and employment practices were 
thought to be exclusionary and racist. Still, 
the company had remarkable growth fi-
nancial growth and cultural influence.
The worlds of TRL and Abercrombie 
collided with the 1999 release of LFO’s 
“Summer Girls.” The song became the 
group’s first (and biggest) hit, but also be-
came a major “song of the summer.” Most 
importantly, the lyrics name dropped Ab-
ercrombie & Fitch in its refrain giving the 
store a boost of publicity. The connection 
between the song and the band was so 
extensive that when the retailer ran into 
trouble in 2016, CNN Money used the 
headline “Summer girls no longer shop 
at Abercrombie and Fitch” (La Monica, 
2016). In addition to several mentions of 
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brand, the video looked like something 
that could have been ripped from Aber-
crombie’s marketing materials. However, 
“Summer Girls” was hardly the only video 
promoting such a lifestyle; videos across 
the TRL spectrum including from artists 
like Britney Spears, Christina Aguilera 
and 98 Degrees also reflected the Aber-
crombie style.
This paper is a historical analysis that 
seeks to highlight the similarities of popu-
lar music videos that appeared on the U.S. 
version of TRL and the imagery presenta-
tion in Abercrombie & Fitch’s marketing. 
By examining similarities in aesthetics, 
props, settings and characters, it is possi-
ble to see how the same imagery and life-
style that was drawn on for LFO’s “Summer 
Girls” was reflected in other music videos 
as well. This understanding of intertextu-
ality within popular culture (Fiske, 2011, 
pp. 98–101) has been shown in other col-
lections of music videos (De Cuir, 2017; 
Halligan, 2017) and suggests forms and 
aesthetics can influence one another. Tak-
ing this one step further, this paper traces 
the influence of Abercrombie & Fitch im-
agery through music videos between 1998 
and 2001 and suggests that the brand was 
part of the cultural zeitgeist at the turn of 
the millennium largely due to its outsized 
influence within these music videos.
2 Music videos to TRL
While music videos gained prominence 
with the launch of MTV in 1981, their roots 
can be traced back decades earlier.  As 
Rich (2008) points out animated videos 
such as Looney Tunes and Merrie Melo-
dies merged visual art forms with music as 
early as the 1920s (p. 79). By the 1950s, mu-
sicians were making appearances in films 
and TV shows to promote their music – a 
process that reached a fever pitch with the 
fictional rock band the Monkees (Rich, 
2008, p. 80). Once launched, MTV’s pop-
ularity rose through 1984 before seeing a 
sharp decline in 1985 due to copycat chan-
nels (Aurfderheid, 1983, p. 61). Ultimately, 
MTV continued to grow and reached more 
than 52 million households by 1990, and 
was competing with the likes of CMT, BET 
and VH-1 (Rich, 2008, p. 81).
Given their popularity, music videos 
have long been sites of research and theo-
ri zation (Arnold et al., 2017; Aurfderheid, 
1983; Beebe & Middleton, 2007; Frith, 
Good win, & Grossberg, 1993; Sun & Lull, 
1983; Railton & Watson, 2011; Vernallis, 
2004). Generally, the creation of music 
videos is understood as a postmodern un-
dertaking due to its fractured storytelling 
and hyper-reality (Straw, 1993, p. 12), but 
debate continues over the qualitative dif-
ferences between music videos and other 
media. Vernallis suggests that music vid-
eos are a wholly different media form: they 
take parts from film and television, but 
should not be understood in through the 
same mechanisms researchers and theo-
rists have used for other cultural products 
(Vernallis, 2004, p. 3). Music videos “are 
different from its predecessors – film, tele-
vision, photography – a medium with its 
own ways of organizing materials, explor-
ing themes and dealt with time” (Vernallis, 
2004, p. x). Vernallis notes that music vid-
eos come from the songs they are created 
for, but meanings come from the “give-
and-take” of sound and image (Vernallis, 
2004, p. x). Like other forms of media, mu-
sic videos relay on a mixture of narrative, 
video editing, characters, settings, props 
and sound for its creation (Vernallis, 2004, 
p. xi–xiii). 
Some recent discussions of the “music 
video turn,” as Arnold et al. (2017, p. 5) call 
it, have focused on how digital platforms 
like YouTube have altered creation and 
consumption of videos (Cookney, 2017; 
Manghani, 2017). This changing of context 
brings with it a renewed need for theoriza-
tion, and can help shed light on previous 
discussions and times. Both earlier for-
mats like the jukebox film (Herzog, 2007) 
and contemporary forms of digital videos 
have helped to separate the MTV channel 
from the music video programming which 
made it successful (Middleton & Beebe, 
2007). Of note for this discussion, is how 
the channel and context on of music vid-
eos can mold its influence and consump-
tion. Shows like The Ed Sullivan Show and 
American Bandstand were able to influ-
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ence music consumption and highlight 
particular artists and broadcasting con-
ventions (Coates, 2007). The same can be 
said for TRL.
While game shows, comedies and re-
ality shows became more prominent on 
MTV through the 1990s, TRL’s debut in 
1998 brought music videos back to the 
spotlight. According to MTV, the show 
“was one of the first truly interactive tele-
vision shows, utilizing the synergy of the 
internet and television to countdown the 
top music videos of the day” (MTV, n.d.). 
The show aired in the afternoon—at 3 
p.m. in the summer and 3:30 p.m. during 
the school year—and boasted ratings 52% 
among 12-to-34-year-olds in its first quar-
ter (Heller, 2000). TRL’s peak popularity 
occurred in 1999 and 2000 when the show 
averaged more than 700,000 viewers. MTV 
finally pulled the plug on the show in 2008 
after falling ratings and increase competi-
tion from the Internet (Sisario, 2008).
Following arguments that the medi-
um context is important for understand-
ing consumption (Cookney, 2017; Herzog, 
2007; Middleton & Beebe 2007; Kooijman, 
2017; Manghani, 2017), it must also be 
acknowledged that specific shows and 
influence consumption. TRL not only in-
fluenced what videos were watched, but 
helped package them into a program for 
consumption. Carson Daly and the rest of 
the TRL’s hosts used friendly banter, celeb-
rity interviews and fan interaction to cre-
ate a whole show and thereby helping link 
the videos together.
3 Fashion and storytelling in  
music videos
As noted above, music videos have a 
unique way of dealing with a host of sto-
rytelling dimensions, including costume 
and, as such, fashion. Various works inter-
rogate fashion as part of film (Gaines, 2000; 
Munich, 2011; Uhlirova, 2013), television 
(Bruzzi & Church Gibson, 2004; Warner, 
2014) and even music (Miller, 2011), but 
the relationship between fashion and mu-
sic video has not received as much sus-
tained attention. This may be due to music 
videos’ place as the “Kleenexes of popular 
culture” (Railton & Watson, 2011, p. 1), but 
also due to researchers more sustained 
interested in representation and embodi-
ment (Arnold et al., 2017, pp. 91–139; Lewis, 
1993; Mercer, 1993; Railton & Watson, 2011; 
Vernallis, 2004, pp. 209–235; Wasler, 1993).
Still, as Miller points out, “… both 
music and fashion marketing are fed by 
a variety of practical and visual interre-
lationships in which fashion are style are 
core to a kind of intertextual taste-sharing 
between the two industries” (2011, p. 12). 
Vernallis notes that music videos allow 
even more of an emphasis on costume 
and clothing, however, she glosses over the 
clothing and emphasizes the symbolic na-
ture of the garments (2004, pp. 100–104). 
There’s no reason to believe that this sym-
bolism cannot flow in different directions, 
especially since the concept of fashion 
branding emphasizes the cultural context 
surrounding garments (Hancock, 2009a, 
pp. 4–5). Miller highlights the intertex-
tual relationship between music videos 
and particular garments in her analysis of 
Gwen Stefani’s “Rich Girl.” The video drew 
heavily from the fashion advertisements 
of John Galliano and Vivienne Westwood, 
and, through the presence of Stefani, pro-
moted her own fashion line, L.A.M.B. The 
connections helped to establish the singer 
as a taster arbiter and L.A.M.B. as a peer 
of Galliano and Westwood (Miller, 2010, 
pp. 24–25). This is an example of intertex-
tuality where the fragmented elements of 
fashion branding and fragmented story-
telling of music videos overlaps to influ-
ence both products.  
4 Methods
Acknowledging the intertextuality within 
videos, it is possible to imagine how the 
brand image of Abercrombie & Fitch could 
get tied up with popular music videos at 
the height of its popularity. Notable for this 
analysis is the mention of Abercrombie & 
Fitch in the LFO song, “Summer Girls.” 
Assuming that sight and sound does in-
tertwine in this video (Dickinson, 2007), it 
can be presumed the reference had a clear 
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influence on the brand’s image. Further 
if, as De Cuir (2017) has noted, aesthetics 
and ideology from one video can influence 
others, and if repeated imagery across 
music videos can create particular con-
sumption lifestyles (Halligan, 2017), then 
it is possible to see elements from “Sum-
mer Girls” reflected throughout the music 
landscape. 
As such, the following pages are a close 
reading of popular music videos from 
the turn of the millennium that link their 
aesthetic qualities with Abercrombie & 
Fitch’s brand image. This paper first sets 
out Aber crombie & Fitch’s brand image as 
theorized by researchers and the popular 
press during this time period before con-
ducting three different analyses to explore 
the pervasiveness of the brand image with-
in music videos. First, the Abercrombie & 
Fitch image is explored within the “Sum-
mer Girls” video, as it directly mentioned 
the brand. Then, two different analyses are 
made with other popular music videos of 
the time. First, individual music videos are 
analyzed for similar themes of the brand’s 
marketing; then, specific elements of the 
brand – both clothing and settings – are 
explored in various music videos. These 
videos selected and used within the anal-
ysis appeared on TRL between Sept. 1998 
and April 2001, according to an unofficial 
database kept on atrl (atrl, n. d.), and were 
analyzed in October 2016. In total, there 
were 42 songs that appeared on the count-
down fit some elements of the Abercrom-
bie aesthetic, whether through settings, 
props or costuming. The videos detailed 
below were chosen because they offer the 
most salient examples of this interplay.
5 Abercrombie & Fitch style
At the same time that MTV was enjoy-
ing increased prominence due to TRL’s 
success, Abercrombie & Fitch was in the 
midst of its own renaissance. The storied 
sporting goods retailer had been revived 
as a clothing brand by The Limited in 1988 
(The New York Times, January 16, 1988). In 
1992, The Limited installed Mike Jeffries as 
Abercrombie & Fitch’s CEO and under his 
leadership the brand flourished. In 1997, 
Abercrombie & Fitch launched its maga-
zine-catalog hybrid (also known as a ma-
galog), A&F Quarterly, which featured the 
erotic photography of Bruce Weber along 
with a variety of written articles and fea-
tures.
A&F Quarterly buttressed the compa-
ny’s experiential branding efforts, which 
included darkening the sales floor, playing 
music at club levels and employing good 
looking young people in their stores (Gold-
stein, 2000). As Hancock (2009b) notes, 
Abercrombie was successful at selling a 
hypermasculinized image through its use 
of homoeroticism and sex scenes (pp. 69–
71). In store, this included the employment 
of shirtless, male greeters accompanied by 
female assistants to blunt overt homosex-
ual tones (Hancock, 2009a, p. 100). While 
the greeters brought Weber’s imagery to 
life, the magalog went further to create 
what journalist Stacy Perman called, a 
“Technicolor teen lifestyle” (2000).
And, truly, A&F Quarterly offered ad-
vice for every facet of life. Being released 
quarterly, the magalog updated this life-
style for Spring Break, Summer, Back-to-
School and Christmas. Among the articles 
offered by in the magalog, readers could 
get drink recipes, sex tips, travel advice, ce-
lebrity interviews and even philosophical 
discussions. While many brands attempt 
to sell a “lifestyle,” (Saviolo & Marazza, 
2013, pp. 48–49). Abercrombie & Fitch 
marketed a completely fictional, yet highly 
desirable, lifestyle through its marketing 
communications in a manner that had not 
be matched. Under Jeffries, Abercrombie’s 
profits increased for a decade and only fell 
after the 2001 recession, during which the 
CEO bucked conventional wisdom and re-
fused to lower prices. While there would be 
some positive turns in the years after, the 
2008 recession also took a toll, although it 
would take until 2014 for Jeffries to be re-
placed and the brand to attempt to change 
course (Berfield & Rupp, 2015). 
Still, it cannot be ignored that Aber-
crombie’s success came largely through 
exclusion and the erasure or mocking 
of racial minorities, overweight teens or 
anyone else deemed “uncool.”  As Jeffries 
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made clear in a 2006 interview, the brand 
aimed specifically for the cool kids and 
others need not apply. Jeffries said, “In ev-
ery school there are the cool and the popu-
lar kids, and then there are the not-so-cool 
kids. Candidly, we go after the cool kids. 
We go after the attractive all-American kid 
with a great attitude and a lot of friends. A 
lot of people don’t belong [in our clothing], 
and they can’t belong. Are we exclusion-
ary? Absolutely” (as qtd. in Denizet-Lewis, 
2006). This lead to a discrimination law-
suit by Asian American, African American 
and Latino teens in 2003 that the company 
settled for $ 50 million (Berfield & Rupp, 
2015); a religious discrimination suit in 
2008 (Liptak, 2015) and numerous boy-
cotts. McBride (2005) laid out his criticism 
of the brand in the book “Why I Hate Ab-
ercrombie & Fitch,” where he documented 
how the brand’s promotional images and 
control over store employees worked to 
promote and reinforce a primarily white, 
male image (pp. 66–83). Reinforcing a 
more racist exclusionary practice, one for-
mer associate told McBride, “that African 
American and Asian Americans ‘can be 
A&F if they act white, have white friends, 
and are very assimilated’” (p. 82). 
6 Girls that wear  
Abercrombie & Fitch
Abercrombie & Fitch truly entered the pop-
ular culture landscape with 1999’s ubiqui-
tous song of the summer, LFO’s “Summer 
Girls.” The song was released on the band’s 
self-titled debut album and peaked at 
number 3 on the Billboard Hot 100 chart 
(“Summer Girls,” LFO, n.d.). The album 
later peaked at number 21 on the Billboard 
200 (LFO, LFO, n.d.). LFO followed up with 
several singles and a follow-up album in 
2001 without the same success. “Summer 
Girls” remains LFO’s defining song and has 
been ranked as one of the best “summer 
songs” by Billboard (Billboard Staff, 2014) 
and one of the best songs released by a boy 
band (Benjamin et al., 2015).  
The song was well known for its ref-
erential lyrics and refrain that included 
the line “I like girls that wear Abercrombie 
and Fitch” and later reference that states, 
“You look like a girl from Abercrombie and 
Fitch.” The lyrics do not explain what ex-
actly that means, but taken in tandem with 
the video we can start to parse out some 
conclusions. More importantly, there is an 
overlap in imagery between the “Summer 
Girls” video (Raboy, 1999) and the adver-
tisements in the A&F Quarterly. By teasing 
out the narrative, characters, settings and 
props within the video it is possible to see 
the “Summer Girls” video as a reflection of 
the Abercrombie & Fitch aesthetic.
From the start of “Summer Girls,” there 
is a group of good looking young wom-
en arriving at a beach house in an classic 
black convertible, where the members of 
LFO are anticipating them. Three young, 
thin, attractive and white women clad in 
swim suits and other midriff-bearing out-
fits climb out of the car and meet the band 
members on the porch. The group mem-
bers, who are also young, attractive and 
white, are dressed in more conservative at-
tire, namely various forms of cargo or khaki 
pants, and T-shirt shirts and a sweater. The 
excitement is obvious and the women ea-
gerly hug and jump on men.
The video then transitions into its sec-
ond setting, a boardwalk scene. The video 
returns to this scene through and at times 
the group is singing while sitting on a pic-
nic table or standing on top of the board-
walk stalls. At various points, a group of 
primarily young women – again, thin, at-
tractive, white and dressed in somewhat 
revealing clothing – huddle around the 
group. At other points, the entire group of 
characters walks along with boardwalk in 
various states of physical engagements – 
holding hands, arms wrapped around 
each other and gesturing suggestively. At 
one point, the group watches a series of 
break dancers, who are also the most no-
table men outside of the band in the video.
Scenes are spliced between the board-
walk scene and the beach house scene, the 
latter of which has also become overrun 
with young adults dancing and having fun 
around the classic car. The dancing be-
comes more excited as the song goes on 
and eventually moves to include the group 
dancing and playing at the ocean’s edge. 
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Here, the young adults are dancing as the 
waves roll in around them, soaking their 
pants and skirts; they are unmoved though 
because they are having too much fun. As 
day turns into night, the beachgoers hud-
dle in towels and hooded sweatshirts while 
they sit away from the water. The scene is 
brief, however, as the video cuts back to 
the boardwalk scene from earlier.
There are several points to note here as 
several of the props used in the video line 
up closely with items that were sold in the 
A&F Quarterly around the time of the vid-
eo’s release. First, there is a young woman 
in the boardwalk scenes wearing a green 
camisole top with a pair of short orange 
cargo shorts. Similar shorts can be found 
for sale in A&F Quarterly (2000b, p. 42). A 
second comparison can be made between 
LFO member Devin Lima (2000b), who is 
wearing a pair of zip-off cargo pants, simi-
lar to those sold by the brand (p. 12). Final-
ly, there is a young women of ambiguous 
heritage, who is wearing a yellow, ribbed 
tank top and a patterned skirt. Both of 
these garments are similar to things sold 
in Abercrombie’s magalog (A&F Quarterly 
2000b, pp. 33; 55).
Further, these characters are similar 
to the Abercrombie aesthetic. As men-
tioned above, the brand aimed heavily 
for the “cool, good-looking people” (Den-
izet-Lewis, 2006) at the expense of any-
one not fitting into that mold. The video 
showed much the same. There is no one 
who does not fit tradition stereotypes of 
attractiveness; the young women are thin 
and the young men are muscular. Further, 
and perhaps most notably, most of the 
young adults are white. There are few ra-
cial or ethnic minorities portrayed in the 
video – the young women of ambiguous 
ethnicity being the most prominent. One 
of the break dancers appears to the black, 
and there appears to be one or two other 
people of color in the crowd—however, 
they are primarily in the background and 
play no extended role in the video. It is 
notable that Abercrombie had been sued 
for racial discrimination (Berfield & Rupp, 
2015) and that journalists have document-
ed that “less cool and less good-looking” 
workers did the inventory and replace-
ment work in the store afterhours, after 
those hire to have a “good time” went 
home (Goldstein, 1999). A similar situa-
tion exists in the video where everyone is 
good-looking – those that do not measure 
up are simply erased in “Summer Girls” – 
and minorities take a backseat. 
Having fun is also the primary activ-
ity and narrative in the video. Essentially, 
“Summer Girls” has little other action be-
yond singing and having fun – whether 
at the beach house, on the boardwalk or 
on the beach. This is similar to the A&F 
Quarterly, where young adults live a life of 
relative leisure, and Abercrombie & Fitch’s 
employees who work as a “status thing” 
(Goldstein, 1999).
Finally, the settings also tie into the 
A&F Quarterly. Similar beach scenes can 
be found throughout the magalog’s run. 
For Spring Break 1999, the cover featured 
a models holding a surfboard overhead 
while standing on a beach. Further, many 
of the photospreads took place on or near 
beaches, and several articles dealt with 
surfing (Abadsidis, 1999; Bixby, 1999), 
beach life (Gillies, 1999) or travel to beach 
locales (Branch, 1999). These themes were 
repeated in A&F Quarterly’s summer 1999 
edition titled, Summer Dreams. The cov-
er was in black-and-white and featured 
a model on a tropical beach. Sand, palm 
trees and sand all featured prominently 
in photospreads and articles featured the 
difference between the beach and the pool 
(Kon, 1999) and featured pieces about 
beaches in Thailand (Carone, 1999).
7 Beyond “Summer Girls”
Seeing how the Abercrombie lifestyle 
played out in “Summer Girls,” this section 
focuses on two other videos that high-
light the intersection of these elements: 
Christina Aguilera’s “Genie in a Bottle” and 
’N Sync’s “Merry Christmas, Happy Holi-
days.” Both videos display various parts of 
the Abercrombie lifestyle, including beach 
scenes and holiday scenes, respectively. 
“Genie in a Bottle” – Aguilera’s debut 
single, “Genie in a Bottle,” launched her 
career. The song reached number 1 on the 
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Billboard Hot 100 in July 1999 ( “Genie in 
a Bottle,” Christina Aguilera, n. d.), while 
the album, Christina Aguilera, reached 
number 1 on the Billboard 200 (Christina 
Aguilera, Christina Aguilera, n. d.). “Genie” 
was a staple of TRL, being “retired” after 
appearing on the countdown for 65 days 
(atrl, n. d.).
The video (Martel, 1999) resembles 
many of the elements of “Summer Girls” 
and the imagery sold by Abercrombie & 
Fitch. The video begins with shots of Aguil-
era on a laying on a shady beach dune and 
her walking through a beach house and 
singing on a deck overlooking the shore. 
The scenes are shot in low light, making 
it difficult to determine a time of day, but 
also work to make the entire video more 
dream-like or mystical. As the video pro-
gresses, Aguilera is called by her friends to 
meet a group of guys who just arrived at 
the house – one of which is her love inter-
est. Eventually, the entire group relocates 
to the beach for a bonfire and this scene 
is spliced with a scene where Aguilera per-
forms a choreographed dance on a sandy 
dancefloor. The scenes throughout reflect 
the scenery of “Summer Girls” and of A&F 
Quarterly’s beach scenes.
Again, the props refer back to the Ab-
ercrombie & Fitch lifestyle. Specifically, 
during the choreographed dance Aguilera 
is wearing a pair of Abercrombie & Fitch’s 
orange drawstring pants as sold in the A&F 
Quarterly (1999, Spring Break, p. 49). The 
supporting characters are also clad in the 
Abercrombie & Fitch aesthetic – from car-
go shorts to Hawaiian print board shorts. 
In other props, the older convertible driv-
en by the cohort of guys reflects the con-
vertible as seen in “Summer Girls” and the 
style of car highlighted in the A&F Quarter-
ly (2002a, pp. 114–123).
Like “Summer Girls,” all of the char-
acters in “Genie” are young, attractive and 
primarily white. A key difference here is 
that many of Aguilera’s backup dancers 
are people of color, but just as minority 
Abercrombie & Fitch associates played a 
supporting role, all of the main characters 
are white. Despite being half Ecuadorian, 
Aguilera appeared as a pale women with 
blonde hair and can also be read as white.
The narrative in “Genie” also reflects 
a frivolity: the main narrative is around 
a nighttime beach party. Involved in the 
storyline is Aguilera’s filtrations with one 
of the young men, but still this references 
the playfulness of “Summer Girls” and the 
Abercrombie lifestyle. This flirtation was 
key to Abercrombie’s branding (Hancock, 
2009a, p. 92–102) and also apparent in 
“Summer Girls.”
Merry Christmas, Happy Holidays – 
Unlike the successes of “Summer Girls” 
and “Genie,” ’N Sync’s “Merry Christmas, 
Happy Holidays” was more muted. In fact, 
the song did not chart on the Billboard 
Hot 100 and the group’s Christmas album, 
“Home for Christmas” peaked at a 153 on 
the Billboard 200 (Home for Christmas, 
’N Sync, n. d.). The song, however, has 
become a something of a holiday staple – 
remaining on the Billboard Holiday chart 
and being covered by the Pentatonix near-
ly 20 years after its release (Spera, 2016). 
On TRL, the video appeared on the count-
down daily between Dec. 14 and Dec. 22, 
1998, reaching No. 1 three times.
The video (Martin, 1998) featured ac-
tor Gary Coleman as an elf tasked with re-
placing a Santa too sick to deliver presents. 
Finding an ’N Sync poster, he decides to 
call on the boy band to take over. The main 
scene is of the band members inside a sled 
in front of a green screen displaying scenes 
of the sky, the New York City skyline and 
other places the group is “traveling.” The 
scenes are interspersed with other festive 
scenes: one scene shows the group feed-
ing homeless people, another includes a 
Christmas-party like scene where people 
are dancing and decorating a tree, and still 
another shows band members giving gifts 
to their “loved” ones or likely girlfriends.
Unlike “Genie in a Bottle” and “Sum-
mer Girls,” these scenes represent a dif-
ferent aspect of the Abercrombie lifestyle: 
the holiday season. “Christmas” was one 
of the four quarterly issues put out by the 
A&F Quarterly and like the other videos 
there appears to be a crossover in aesthetic 
and costuming. 
In the video, band members are dres-
sed for winter in fleece, vests and hooded 
sweaters. Justin Timberlake is wearing an 
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orange fleece; JC Chasez is wearing a grey 
fleece and black fleece vest; Lance Bass 
is wearing a yellow hooded sweatshirt 
and grey puff vest; and Chris Kirkpatrick 
is wearing a red puff jacket. Joey Fatone 
is the odd man out wearing a T-shirt, but 
he is wearing a pair of cargo ski overalls, 
similar to the parachute and cargo pants 
the other members are wearing. Taken 
together these outfits reflect the style of 
Abercrombie at the time (A&F Quarterly, 
1998a, pp. 108–113), especially the fleec-
es garments (A&F Quarterly, 1998a, p. 87; 
1998b, pp. 95, 243)
Like the previous videos, “Merry 
Christ mas, Happy Holidays” maintains a 
primarily young, attractive and white cast. 
The band members are all white as are 
many of the “party guests.” It’s notable that 
the “homeless” individuals ’N Sync are 
helping are primarily old and less conven-
tionally attractive than the group and one 
of the homeless individuals is black. There 
are few other minorities throughout. There 
are two children of ambiguous race shown 
throughout, two attractive women – one 
black and one Asian – dance with Chasez 
and Timberlake, respectively, and Cole-
man appears as a comic elf. As such, the 
aesthetic reinforcing the Abercrombie 
style by again highlighting and centering 
the conventionally attractive, white indi-
viduals and marginalizing minorities.
Moreover, the feeling of the video is 
happy and celebratory, much like that of 
“Summer Girls” and “Genie in a Bottle.” 
While “Merry Christmas, Happy Holidays” 
is more realistic in featuring needy indi-
viduals, the focus is certainly on the hap-
py-go-lucky Christmas party and the joy in 
material giving (even to the needy). Fur-
ther, it reinforces the stereotypes where 
the attractive, affluent youths can “save 
Christmas” and give to the poor while 
looking good and having fun.
8 And the beat goes on
As shown, this can be done with individual 
videos to see the lifestyles and aesthetics 
displayed throughout. However, repetition 
of objects, images and settings provide 
an important intertextual connection be-
tween disparate videos – with their own di-
rectors, artists and influences – into some-
thing more intelligible and influential. 
This repetition shows that the Abercrom-
bie’s influence was not concentrated in a 
few videos, but rather widely dispersed 
throughout videos seen on TRL. The next 
pages look at specific elements that were 
repeated in different videos of the time. 
Clothing makes an obvious starting 
point since it was the more prominent 
product for Abercrombie. Two particular 
examples can be cited here: the camisole 
tops are sold two editions of the maga-
log (2000a, p. 76; 2000b, p. 15). Sold in a 
variety of colors, the shirts had spaghet-
ti straps and made appearances across 
the music videos of the time. Musicians 
such as Britney Spears and Hoku wore 
the shirts in “Sometimes” and “Another 
Dumb Blonde,” respectively, while they 
also made appearances in Jennifer Paige’s 
“Crush,” Backstreet Boys’ “As Long As You 
Love Me,” Mandy Moore’s “Candy,” Soul 
Decision’s “Faded” and Vitamin C’s “Grad-
uation (Friends Forever).”
Similarities can also be found with 
men’s ribbed, turtlenecks and sweaters 
and sold by Abercrombie & Fitch (2000d, 
pp. 46–47). These sweaters made appear-
ances on Nick Lachey in 98 Degrees’ “This 
Gift,” Jordan Knight in the “Give It to You” 
video, and in Britney Spears’ “From the 
Bottom of My Broken Heart.” Meanwhile, 
videos like 98 Degree’s “Because of You,” 
’N Sync’s “Music of My Heart” and “I Drive 
Myself Crazy,” and Mariah Carey’s “Thank 
God I Found You,” all featured ribbed 
sweaters without the turtleneck – a similar 
style also available in the magalog.
Beyond clothing, other props were 
repeated throughout, including clas-
sic cars, old style microphones and surf 
boards. People were seen driving clas-
sic convertibles in Paige’s “Crush,” LFO’s 
“Summer Girls” and “Girl on TV,” Aguil-
era’s “Genie in a Bottle,” Shawn Mullins’ 
“Lullaby,” and O-Town’s “All or Nothing,” 
while various classic cars were also seen 
in Hoku’s “Another Dumb Blonde,” Jen-
nifer Love Hewitt’s “How Do I Deal,” and 
Backstreet Boys’ “As Long as You Love 
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Me.” Classic cars makes appearances in 
the Spring Break issue of 1999 (pp. 224, 
227, 272, 295); the Back-to-School 1998 
edition was dedicated to road trips as was 
the photospread “On the 101,” (2002a, 
pp. 114–123), both featuring classic cars. 
Old cars were not the only crossover vehi-
cles. In the Back-to-School 1998 issue, the 
magalog featured a late model Volkswagen 
Beetle (A&F Quarterly, 1998a, pp. 14–15) 
similar to the one featured in Moore’s 
“Candy.” Meanwhile, a Jeep was gifted in 
the Christmas 2000 edition (p. 260–263), 
similar to props used in Spears’ “Baby One 
More Time” and Knight’s “Give It to You.”
In the A&F Quarterly, old micropho-
nes seem to be the preferred way to per-
form live music. This can been seen in a 
Harlem club in the Back-to-School 2000 
edition (A&F Quarterly, 2000c., p. 195) and 
in a New Orleans jazz club (2002a, pp. 69–
107). Similar microphones made appear-
ances in Backstreet Boys “As Long as You 
Love Me,” Hewitt’s “How Do I Deal,” ‘N 
Sync’s “Tearing Up My Heart.”
Surfboards were used throughout 
the A&F Quarterly (1999a, pp. 65–75, 248; 
2000a pp. 174, 204–5, 209; 2000b pp. 21, 
Back Cover). Meanwhile, surfboards made 
an appearance in Backstreet Boys “As Long 
as You Love Me,” where a band member 
uses it as a photoshoot prop, and in Hoku’s 
“Another Dumb Blonde” where a classic 
car rolls up with the surfboards on top of 
the car. 
Many of these props work hand-and-
hand with the settings they appear in. 
Surfboards, for example, make sense in a 
beach setting, as in Hoku’s “Another Dumb 
Blonde” and in many photoshoots for the 
A&F Quarterly. However, the reliance on 
beach scenes is greater than a few videos. 
Videos that featured beach scenes in-
clude, LFO’s “Summer Girls,” 98 Degrees’ 
“I Do” and “Give Me Just One Night (Una 
Noche),” Aguilera’s “Genie in a Bottle,” and 
Spears’ “Sometimes.” Spears’ “Don’t Let 
Me Be the Last to Know” seems like the 
closest replica to A&F Quarterly, as Spears 
and her love interest in the video embrace 
on a secluded beach. The love interest is 
topless for the entire while Spears is wear-
ing and jean shorts. The scenery, howev-
er, features beach huts with palm roofs, 
recalling various photo spreads in A&F 
Quarterly’s Spring Break 1999 (pp. 135, 
196) and the Summer 2002 issue, which 
featured similar amounts of dried palm 
and nudity as Spears’ video (A&F Quarter-
ly, 2002b, pp. 2–36).
Two other examples can be seen in a 
carnival setting and in the city of New York. 
First, in Knight’s “Give It to You,” the action 
takes place at a carnival in a callback to the 
film Grease. Knight’s singing and the group 
dancing takes place directly in from of the 
Ferris wheel, while other activities can be 
seen throughout the carnival. In a similar 
example, A&F Quarterly featured a photo-
spread in the Summer 2000 edition (2000b, 
pp. 74–92), prominently featuring a Ferris 
wheel as well as activities, such as carnival 
games. 
Finally, New York is a frequent setting 
for artistic works, the A&F Quarterly ded-
icated an entire issue to the city (1999c). 
While some music videos touched on New 
York, including ’N Sync’s “Merry Christ-
mas, Happy Holidays,” it is worth remem-
bering that TRL broadcast from a promi-
nent studio overlooking Times Square, 
where fans would gather daily. Like the 
entire issue dedicated by Abercrombie & 
Fitch, the fact that TRL was prominently 
set in New York City, helping to unite the 
magalog life, the television show and the 
music videos.
9 Discussion and future research
The interplay between fashion brands and 
music videos remains a difficult terrain as 
neither offer clear narrative structures and 
their storytelling and meaning creation 
remains fragmented and contested. There 
are few clear, direct links between a music 
video and any specific brand and, as such, 
textual analyses must be malleable to or-
der to find the links. The above pages offer 
three different modes of analysis to better 
understand the transfer of aesthetics be-
tween Abercrombie & Fitch’s marketing 
and popular music videos. The first anal-
ysis of the “Summer Girls” video explored 
how a direct call out by a song works to 
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link the brand and the video aesthetics. 
The linkage between “Summer Girls” and 
Abercrombie & Fitch was notable, but also 
relatively unique as there are few other ex-
amples of fashion brands getting a direct 
call out within a song. The second analysis 
looked at specific music videos to explore 
how the self-contained videos replicat-
ed the aesthetics of Abercrombie & Fitch 
through its costumes and other elements. 
Notably, these videos replicated not only 
the Abercrombie & Fitch advertising mi-
lieu, but also the aesthetics found in “Sum-
mer Girls.” The final analysis linked specif-
ic elements, such as costumes, props and 
settings, across music videos to show the 
extent of the repetition. 
As with all historical analyses, the 
above analysis offers a specific cultural 
linkage for these specific elements. These 
findings cannot be extended to any gen-
eral population and any extension of this 
research needs to be undertaken with its 
own careful analysis. That said, the above 
research offers some starting points for fu-
ture research.
First and foremost, this research sug-
gests that cultural ideas and aesthetics get 
reproduced and used across the spectrum 
of mediated popular culture. Specifical-
ly, the above pages examined how a the 
Abercrombie & Fitch brand aesthetic was 
reproduced within music videos, but this 
could also be seen in other visual realms, 
including popular films and television of 
the time. Future research directions could 
either continue to interrogate the replica-
tion of Abercrombie & Fitch’s brand aes-
thetics, or interrogate if and how other 
fashion brands have navigated this rela-
tionship.
A second vein of research could follow 
how music videos contribute to the fash-
ion zeitgeist at any particular point. The 
above showed repeated aesthetics in the 
videos that aired on MTV’s TRL between 
1998 and 2001, but suggests that on oth-
er shows might have similar intertextual 
references. This goes for other shows on 
MTV, but also shows from other music 
channels – i.e. CMT or BET – and in other 
cultural contexts.
Finally, future research could pur-
sue how particular props, costumes and 
other elements get picked up and reused 
throughout the popular culture landscape. 
While the above specifically flowed from a 
fashion brand, it is assumed that the ad-
vertising is not the only contributor and 
the aesthetics, costumes and props offered 
up in music videos could easily be adopt-
ed by the advertising world, as well. More-
over, a question remains as to whether 
the fashion brand’s aesthetic came first or 
whether it latched onto an existing trend. 
10 Conclusion
This paper examined how the brand aes-
thetics of Abercrombie & Fitch could be 
seen through popular music videos be-
tween 1998 and 2001. The fact that the 
brand’s marketing images could have been 
ripped from popular music videos (and 
vice versa) helped drive Abercrombie & 
Fitch’s cultural influence and financial 
success and speaks to a notable symbiot-
ic relationship between fashion branding 
and mediated popular culture. Howev-
er, there is still ample work to be done. 
Acknowledging the influence of fashion 
aesthetics within music videos calls for a 
re-examination of the past productions 
and provides a different critical lens to dis-
cuss contemporary and future works.
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